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Features Benefits GlobalX PPSR

General Features

Easy to use interface with 
glossary and tool tips

Anyone in your organisation can pick up and use the GlobalX PPSR system. Tool tips 
on all input fields provide valuable guidance through the process of searching and 
registering items via GlobalX.

PPSR services integrated with 
your searching account

You have one place to acquire all your information products, one set of logins and 
one invoice to pay at the end of the month. Using PPSR direct will require Credit Card 
payment unless you sign up for a separate account with Director’s Guarantees.

Registrations

Verify VIN serial number before 
registration

Ensure you have the correct VIN, and avoid a defective or inaccurate registration.

Verify Organisation Grantors 
before registration

Ensure the grantor is correct, understand the status of the grantor, and ensure you 
register by the correct organisation number. This ensures you have the best possible 
information before submitting the registration, and avoids defective registrations due 
to incorrect grantor details.

Ability to save an order as draft PPSR offer facilities to save a draft for 7 days called ‘Pending Status’. GlobalX allows 
you to save orders and return to complete them within 10 days.

Delivery of Verification 
Statements to intelli-Doc

Using our SPG Management system, your Verification Statements will be copied 
automatically to intelli-Doc, minimising the risk of delivery failure via email. 
Guaranteed delivery gives you peace of mind, and ensures your obligations to 
distribute the Verification Statement to the grantors can be met.

Clone registration details Enables you to create a new registration by cloning details from an existing 
registration. This saves time re-keying information required to create new 
registrations.

Send registration details for 
approval

With a single click you can email registration details to approvers for their review 
before submitting the registration. This helps accelerate your internal approval 
process.

Batch services Batch services for large volumes of registrations, discharges, transfers and renewals 
improves your efficiency and minimises risk of errors by removing the need to re-key 
data into web forms.

Registration administration, 
including transfers, discharges 
and amendments

Enable you to adjust any registrations, and conduct normal business activities 
against these registrations.

Simple renewals Enable you to follow a simple workflow to renew expiring registrations that are still in 
effect—speeding up your processing. This avoids requirements to complete the full 
complex amendment workflow otherwise required, when using PPSR.

Re-issue Tokens for 
Registrations

Allows you to re-issue your registration tokens for old or migrated registrations, if 
you wish to pass these on to incoming financiers at transfer / discharge. 
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Secured Party Group Management

Secure Access code storage for 
SPG Management

Allows authorised users to conduct activity on your SPG without knowing the Access 
Code—decreasing your security risk.

Post RCT Find & Claim Establish if any Secured Party Groups have been created for you by the migration 
process, and ‘claim’ these by transferring the registrations to a new SPG.

Easy to use access management Quickly set up roles for each of your users, including authorisation to view and 
modify SPG details, conduct activity against SPGs, etc. “Set-and-forget” roles allow 
you to manage security with speed and confidence.

Transfer all registrations from 
one SPG to another

Provides the ability to manage your Secured Party Groups following initial data 
migration, through acquisitions, or if your organisation number changes.

Enable secure access to your 
SPG to agents

Where you use agents to conduct activity on your behalf, you may allocate the SPG 
to that agent, without issuing the Access Code. This provides enormous operational 
efficiency without compromising security.

Searching

Verify VIN serial number before 
searching

Ensure you have the correct VIN, and avoid a search on the wrong asset, which 
would undermine your credit assessment.

Verify Organisation Grantors 
before searching

Ensure the grantor is correct and you are using the correct organisation number 
before conducting your search—so that you search on the correct name, and avoid 
getting false positive results.

Search PPSR by serial number, 
grantor name, or registration 
number

Enables you to conduct a review of competing securities against a number of 
criteria, or to collect a search result on a specific registration.

Ordinal search Allows you to compare the event dates of two competing registrations, for example 
compare start dates to get an indicator of priority.

Deliver all certificates and 
attachments in zip file

GlobalX’s system will deliver all certificates and attachments in zip file(s) to intelli-
Doc, to make it easy for you to save all results to your local drive.

Reporting & Billing

List of registrations on an SPG Provides a complete listing of all registrations held against an SPG.

Full activity reports Indicates all activity against your SPG, which is important for auditing purposes.

Billing reports Shows you who has conducted what transactions, with costings. This is useful for 
reconciliation with your invoices.
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Manual Services

Document Acquisitions Service GlobalX provides an investigative service to track down documentary evidence 
related to security interests held by other Secured Parties. This can be critical 
during your credit assessment and provides useful insights into your level of risk if 
competing registrations are made.

National Lodgements Service Protect your interests held over commercial grantors by securing caveats or 
mortgages over real property held in their name.

Feature available Feature unavailable Feature in development


